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Irene’s latest post was all over the place. One could almost tell the extreme rage
and helplessness she was in when she composed it.

At the same time, many video recordings of Irene being splashed with water and
her yelling at Sophia in public were uploaded on the Internet.

Everyone knew before this that Irene had been wronged but she chose to keep
quiet about it. Finally, she exploded with anger today. These incidents had
enraged all her fans, who started criticizing Sophia on Twitter in exasperation.
The ‘ignorant scumbag’ Taylor was also targeted.

Meanwhile, Irene called Michael, who was loath to answer the call. He instructed
Gemma to keep tabs on the development of the news on the Internet. “Please
remove all relevant news as quickly as possible. At the same time, please
release the news of the two artists who have been secretly married for eight
years and are now getting divorced.”

The public fight between Irene and Sophia became a media firestorm for just one
day before the excitement died down. When something more shocking got out,
everyone spontaneously shifted their attention.

The latest rumor was about a young female artist who allegedly divorced her
husband whom she had been secretly married to for eight years. On top of that,
her husband was also a famous artist. Before this, scandals were going around
that these two were dating. In the face of these allegations, they both denied
everything outrightly.



All the netizens were shocked. They did not expect so much to be going on
behind the scenes. The news that they had been secretly married for eight years
sent everyone reeling.

After this news broke out, the female artist raised the allegation that the male
artist brought his mistress home and was later caught red-handed in bed. The
male artist countered by stating that the female artist was a lesbian and that all
the members in her female support group were her sexual partners. In retaliation,
he even uploaded a video of a group of lesbians having an orgy.

Both the artists personally participated in this Internet whirlwind. This had
instigated the fan groups from both sides to start fighting each other. Things
became interesting as days went by, completely going beyond human
imagination.

On the other side, Taylor and Eddie never responded to the several Twitter posts
that Irene made. Besides, many posts were also removed. This had completely
extinguished the excitement. They certainly did not come close to what was
taking place between the other two artists and the rest of the things that were
going around in the entertainment industry.

The little spark between Taylor, Eddie, and Irene completely vanished in the face
of the turbulence of gossip and rumors.

Sophia could not be bothered by what happened. As such, she let Michael take
care of it on her behalf.

Having read the news, Mark called, although he could almost figure out what
happened. Sophia and Irene were both dear to his heart, so it was difficult for him
to choose sides.

One was the daughter of his godson, another was a descendant of a fallen hero
that he watched grow up and treated as his own granddaughter.



“Sophia, just let yourself go. If you don’t feel that you can continue to live with
him, let me know and I’ll find you a better husband,” Mark patiently coaxed
Sophia.

Mark no longer knew whose side he should be on. This will all depend on how
Michael handles this incident. If he still wants to be with Sophia, then he should
pick her. If he picks Irene, that goes to show that they were meant to be together.
Some things just can’t be forced. Anyway, I’ve been wanting to find a better
husband for Sophia as I never got along with Michael. He’s utter trash! It’s been
so many years and he still can’t let Sophia conceive. I can’t wait any longer. All I
want is for Cooper’s offspring to be born into the Fletcher Family before I die.

Sophia was rendered speechless by Mark’s suggestion. She responded, “Don’t
worry, Old Master. We’ll make sure that we handle this well.”

Hanging up the phone, Sophia put her phone down and saw that Michael was
watching TV in the living room.

In the living room was also Nathan, who was petting his dog after being left
behind in the house by his parents. Meanwhile, many cats and dogs were taking
a nap in the corner.

There were four dogs and more than ten cats in the house. Two of the cats were
pregnant, so there would be more cats soon.

Michael felt like he was on the verge of a mental breakdown when he saw the
group of ginger cats. This scene reminded him of his younger days living in the
military compound where Old Master Fletcher raised a bunch of orange cats. To
him, it was a painful memory…

Nothing can be more annoying than that giant poodle at home. It’s truly a
monster.



At this moment, the giant poodle was sitting right in front of Michael, tilting its
head and staring at him. Is it trying to act cute? Doesn’t it know how big it is?
This is so creepy.

For this reason, Michael would, by all means, avoid any eye contact with it

Nicholas strolled over and said, “Daddy, Bubbles wants you to pet its head.”

Pretending to not hear it, Michael turned his head sideways to avoid having eye
contact with the giant poodle.

Inching forward, the giant poodle sat right in front of Michael and looked him in
the eye.

Feeling irritated, Michael turned his face away only for the giant poodle to move
in the same direction. Again, it sat down right in front of Michael and looked him
in the eye.

“Bubbles, come to Mommy!” Hearing Sophia’s voice, the giant poodle
immediately swayed toward her. Michael remained in a state of shock even after
the giant poodle had walked away.

When this giant teddy bear goes into heat, it’ll be the death of me…

Bubbles was extremely cooperative when Sophia put a new shirt on it. Even
though it was huge, it was nonetheless a well-mannered puppy at heart.

After putting a shirt on Bubbles, Sophia put a hairband on its head and took
some pictures of it. She then petted Bubbles on its head and said, “What a cutie
pie. Go and let Daddy see it.”

Wagging its tail, the giant poodle strode over to Michael. It then sat down and
stared at Michael wholeheartedly, hoping that he would pet its head.



Michael took a quick look at the giant poodle that was in a dog costume wearing
a hairband in the form of cat ears. There’s nothing wrong with its looks. But look
at how big and threatening it is… How can I refuse to pet its head?

Eventually, Michael reached out and petted Bubbles. Bubbles was over the moon
as it wagged its sweeping tail.

Michael had finally compromised and petted its head! After that, the giant poodle
swayed back to Sophia for her to brush its fur.

Snowball and Bubbles were both cute dog breeds. They both gave in and let
Sophia brush their fur after some resistance. Even Corrado, the masculine one,
was cooperative for Sophia to brush its fur knowing that it needed to maintain a
good look after shedding. Judge was the only problematic one. It shed a lot but
refused to let Sophia brush its fur. There was no way Sophia could hold it down…

Sitting in the corner, Michael saw the happy look on Sophia’s face as she sat
among the animals. She gently talked to these animals as if they were her
children.

Deep within Michael, he knew that apart from her career, the other reason she
had so many animals was that Michael’s ex was afraid of dogs.

Undoubtedly, the main reason was the little desire she had in her heart—to have
kids and be a mother.

Just be patient for a little while. You will be a mother soon…

While browsing the news, Irene realized that her news had already been
replaced by other shocking news. She could no longer find herself under the
trending topics on Twitter.

How did this happen? Isn’t that big news? I don’t believe Michael didn’t see it!
Why does he refuse to answer my phone? Why hasn’t he taken any action? Can



he bear seeing that woman bully me like that? Old Man Fletcher knows about
what happened. How come he never said anything?

Irene could not accept it. After trying to call Michael multiple times and not being
able to get through, rage razed her sanity to the ground. Since Sophia is
suppressing my news, I’m going to create a ruckus!

Irene quickly made several long Twitter posts attaching pictures of her injuries
and recounting how Sophia pushed her down the stairs as well as the severity of
the injuries she sustained. Besides, she also talked about the time when she
offered to help Sophia out at her product launch but ended up being splashed
with water and insulted by Sophia.

I no longer want to be the poor thing who swallows all her grievances. I’m going
to confront Sophia head-on!


